SCOUT SNIPER COURSE (SSC)
TRAINING AND READINESS (T&R) STANDARDS
SKILL:

Fire Support

Combat Conditioning

M40 Series 7.62 Sniper
Rifle

Marksmanship

Operations

Patrolling

Special Application
Scoped Rifle

Semi-automatic Sniper
System

T&R STANDARDS TRAINED:
0300-FSPT-2001 Plan supporting arms
0300-FSPT-2002 Call for indirect fire using the grid method
0300-FSPT-2003 Call for indirect fire using the polar method
0300-FSPT-2004 Call for indirect fire using the shift from a known point
method
0317-COND-2001 Execute the Scout Sniper Physical Assessment Test
(SSPAT)
0317-M40-2001 Perform weapons handling procedures with the medium
sniper weapon system
0317-M40-2002 Perform preventive maintenance on the medium sniper
weapon system
0317-M40-2003 Zero the M40 series sniper rifle
0317-M40-2004 Qualify with the M40 series sniper rifle at known distances
0317-MARK-2001 Prepare a sniper range card
0317-MARK-2002 Perform the duties of a scout sniper observer
0317-MARK-2003 Determine cold bore placement
0317-MARK-2004 Operate a firing solution device
0317-OPS-2001 Prepare a terrain model
0317-OPS-2002 Lead a sniper unit in support of offensive operations
0317-OPS-2003 Lead a sniper unit in support of defensive operations
0317-OPS-2004 Lead a linkup
0317-PAT-2001 Navigate with a map and compass
0317-PAT-2002 Camouflage sniper equipment
0317-PAT-2003 Executes subordinate tasks within a scout sniper patrol
0317-PAT-2004 Operate from a hide
0317-PAT-2005 Conduct individual actions in a final firing position (FFP)
0317-PAT-2006 Conduct individual actions in movement to the Final Firing
Position (FFP)
0317-PAT-2007 Lead a scout sniper patrol
0317-SASR-2001 Perform weapons handling procedures with a heavy
sniper weapon system
0317-SASR-2002 Perform preventive maintenance on a heavy sniper
weapon system
0317-SASR-2003 Zero a heavy sniper weapon system
0317-SASR-2004 Qualify with the heavy sniper weapon system at known
distances
0317-SASS-2001 Perform weapons handling procedures with the semiautomatic sniper system
0317-SASS-2002 Perform preventative maintenance on the Semi-Automatic
Sniper System (SASS)
0317-SASS-2003 Zero the Semi-Automatic Sniper System (SASS)
0317-SASS-2004 Qualify with the Semi-Automatic Sniper System (SASS) at
known distances

Surveillance

0317-SURV-2001 Execute surveillance of an objective

Weapons and Optics

0317-WPNS-2001 Qualify with a sniper weapon system at unknown
distances
0317-WPNS-2002 Qualify at various ranges using a limited visibility device
0317-WPNS-2003 Perform operator maintenance for optics

